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Update from -04

- According to the feedbacks update as follows:
  - Adding more details of the NFV deployment
Deployment Scenario and Model of DMM

- NFV Scenario
- SIPTO Scenario
- WLAN Scenario
DMM in NFV system architecture

**NFV Orchestrator**
- NBI
- API Router
- Core Engine
- VNFM Driver
- VIM Driver
- PNF Driver

**VNFM**
- VNF Life cycle management
- VNF configuration
- VNF update
- VNF status monitor
- VNF Auto healing/Scale in/Scale out

**VIM**
- Heat
- VNF catalog
- moni
- Glance
- Cinder
- Nova
- Neutron

**VNF**
- LI, FM-CP Slicing
- FM-DP Slicing

**PNF**
- OVS Controller
- OVS1
- OVS2

**MN-MN communication**
Next Step

1. Hope to collect comments from DMM deployment scenario design team?
2. Other comments?
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